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4” BAIT KNIFE - REF. MT001

This 4” bait knife is constructed with high quality materials.  The blade is made with high  grade German stainless 
steel that is coated with DuPont™ Teflon® which adds corrosion resistance and allows the blade to slide effortless-
ly through the bait.  The handle features an ergonomic comfort design with durable polypropylene with soft, no-slip 
grip.  Also includes a durable, rigid safety sheath with thumb lock and line cutting channel.

8” SERRATED FILLET KNIFE - REF. MT004

This 8” fillet knife is constructed with high quality materials.  The fully serrated blade is made with high grade Ger-
man stainless steel that is coated with DuPont™ Teflon® which adds corrosion resistance and allows the blade to 
slide effortlessly through the fillet.  The large handle features an ergonomic comfort design with durable polypropyl-
ene with soft, no-slip grip.  Also includes a durable, rigid safety sheath with thumb lock and line cutting channel.

9” BONING / FILLET KNIFE - REF. MT005
    
This 9” fillet knife is constructed with high quality materials.  The large boning style  blade is made with high grade 
German stainless steel that is coated with DuPont™ Teflon® which adds corrosion resistance and allows the blade 
to slide effortlessly through the fillet.  The large handle features an ergonomic comfort design with durable polypro-
pylene with soft, no-slip grip. Also includes a durable, rigid safety sheath with thumb lock.

7” FILLET KNIFE - REF. MT002
8” FILLET KNIFE - REF. MT003

These fillet knifes are constructed with high quality materials.  The blade is made with high grade German stainless 
steel that is coated with  DuPont™ Teflon® which adds corrosion resistance and allows the blade to slide effort-
lessly through the fillet.  The handle features an ergonomic comfort design with durable polypropylene with soft, 
no-slip grip.  Also includes a durable, rigid safety sheath with thumb lock and line cutting channel.

Time spent on the water is precious. In order to do it right, you need gear that will stand up to 
the fish and the conditions.  Mustad’s tool line-up consists of many must have’s in an anglers 
arsenal. Be it pliers to help release a fish or a fillet knife to bring one home for dinner, we 
have you covered.
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6.5” HYBRID PLIERS
- MT007
    
Built with strength and weight in mind, these 
pliers are produced with high quality stainless 
steel and aluminum. Stainless steel coated with 
corrosion resistant rainbow Titanium. In order to 
reduce total weight, the handles are made with 
aircraft grade aluminum. These pliers also feature 
replaceable tungsten- carbide side cutters, a 
lanyard and durable rubber holster.

HEAVY-DUTY 6” PLIERS WITH SHEATH 
- MT009
    
Durable and functional, these pliers are built to 
perform.  Constructed with stainless steel, the 
pliers are then coated with black titanium nitride 
for increased corrosion resistance.  They feature 
textured jaws for a more secure hold, built-in 
crimper, split-ring tool, lure tuner grooves and a 
mono/wire cutter.  They also feature durable, soft-
grip handles for comfort and nylon sheath with 
Velcro closure and belt loop. 

HEAVY-DUTY 8” PLIERS WITH SHEATH
- MT010
    
Durable and functional, these pliers are built to 
perform.  Constructed with stainless steel, the 
pliers are then coated with black titanium nitride 
for increased corrosion resistance.  They feature 
textured jaws for a more secure hold, built-in 
crimper, lure tuner grooves and a mono/wire cut-
ter.  They also feature durable, soft-grip handles 
for comfort and nylon sheath with Velcro closure 
and belt loop. 

HEAVY-DUTY 11” LONG REACH PLIERS - 
MT011
    
When dealing with toothy fish, you need longer 
pliers to stay safe.  These extra-long reach pliers 
are constructed with stainless steel and then 
coated with black titanium nitride for increased 
corrosion resistance.  They feature textured jaws 
for a more secure hold and durable, soft-grip han-
dles for comfort. 

HEAVY-DUTY WIRE/ LINE CUTTERS
- MT012
    
Durable and functional, these cutters are built 
to perform.  Constructed with stainless steel, the 
cutters are then coated with black titanium nitride 
for increased corrosion resistance. They feature 
hardened jaws for a longer cutting life.  They also 
feature durable, soft-grip handles for comfort and 
nylon sheath with Velcro closure and belt loop.

HEAVY-DUTY CRIMPER/CUTTER
- MT013
   
Durable and functional, this crimping tool is built 
to perform. Constructed with stainless steel, the 
cutters are then coated with black titanium nitride 
for increased corrosion resistance.  They feature 
hardened jaws for increased durability with 2 
side-cutters and lockable spring-loaded action.  
They also feature durable, soft-grip handles for 
comfort and ease of use.
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SALTWATER GRADE MECHANICAL SCALE
25LB - MT016

Highly accurate with stainless steel spring and 
hook.  Body is lightweight and durable anodized 
aluminum.  Sliding marker records weight after 
fish is removed from the scale.  Easy-grip rubber-
ized handle.

24 PC BUCKET 4” BAIT KNIFE
- MT020
    
This 4” bait knife is constructed with high quality 
materials. The blade is made with high  grade 
German stainless steel that is coated with Du-
Pont™ Teflon® which adds corrosion resistance 
and allows the blade to slide effortlessly through 
the bait.  The handle features an ergonomic 
comfort design with durable polypropylene with 
soft, no-slip grip.

ALUMINIUM LIP GRIP W/SCALE
- MT021
    
This fish gripper is constructed with a combina-
tion of aluminum and stainless steel for lighter 
weight and performance.  Jaws open easily with 
the spring trigger and when released, fish are 
held firmly.  Handle features soft-grip and spring 
scale goes to 50 pounds.  Includes a lanyard. 

6” FILLET KNIFE 24 PC BUCKET 
- MT022
    
This filleting knife is constructed with high quality 
materials. The blade is made with high  grade 
German stainless steel coated with DuPont™ 
Teflon® which adds corrosion resistance and 
allows the blade to slide effortlessly. The handle 
features an ergonomic comfort design with dura-
ble polypropylene with soft, no-slip grip. 

FINESSE MULTIPLIER
- MT023

Multi-function pliers in stainless steel. Excellent 
line cutter for wire and mono lines. Split rings and 
hook removal. Two built-in-knives.

BRAID SCISSORS 24PC BUCKET  
- MT024
    
These 4.5” shears are fantastic for cutting braid-
ed line as well as mono and fluorocarbon. Made 
of stainless steel with soft plastic handle. 
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MICRO BRAID SCISSOR 
- MT025
    
Ultra light aluminium construction designed to 
cut braided fishing lines. With comfort in mind, 
the handles are molded of soft rubber. They also 
feature a sheath that the shears slide and lock 
into with an attached lanyard.

FEATHERWEIGHT ALUMINUM PLIER
- MT026
    
Lightweight and durable! Made from aircraft 
grade ultra-light aluminum that has been heavily 
anodized for greater corrosion resistance. Fea-
tures coated stainless steel jaws and replaceable 
tungsten-carbide cutters. 

6 PIECE KNIFE SET
- MT027
    
This compact kit contains three razor-sharp stain-
less steel knives, a pro-style sharpening tool and
a durable polymer fillet/cutting board. All items 
snap into custom molded pockets in rugged 
carrying case for easy storage.

BRAID CUTTER & SPLIT RING PLIER 5”
- MT028
    
Durable stailess steel Finesse split ring opener. 
Soft touch handle, easy cutting scissors, 
spring-loaded & Safety latch.

BRAID CUTTER & SPLIT RING PLIER 5”
24 PCS BUCKET 
- MT029
    
24 Pcs bucket of durable stailess steel Finesse 
split ring plier 5”. Soft touch handle, easy cutting 
scissors, spring-loaded & Safety latch.

BAIT SCISSOR
- MT030
   
A must have in your saltwater and predator fish-
ing kit. Cuts chum and bait with ease, luring those 
big predatorson to your hook bait.


